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Bashimi Art House is pleased to present a selection of experimental videos from emerging artists. 10 artists from various 
countries participate the organisation with their last term works. Video screenings will take place at Bashimi Art House , 
Salzburg Gallery daily between 4pm – 7pm . Free entrance screenings will be open for all video art lovers in Salzburg .

Mark Starling / Patricia Bueno / JoWOnder / Fiona Chaney / Wendy DesChene / Jeff Schmuki
Nathaniel Fox-Pappas / Sabina England / Jordi Pages Pons / Ektoras Binikos 

Chicken / Mark Starling / USA / 2011 / 4 minutes 35 seconds
The artist documents a performance that suggests concerns with structure, 
psychology and existentialism. A raw chicken is stuffed with feathers, 
strung with rope and covered with concrete. The last scene is a tensioned 
rope tied to a structure and leading into a flowing river.

Continuous Breakdown / Patricia Bueno / PERU / 2010 / 5 minutes
There is no way out. The incontrollable acedia makes our life so much 
difficult. From extreme pain to profound weariness. From grief to  
acceptance.

Second Movement / Fiona Chaney / UK / 2011 / 7 minutes 45 seconds
This dance video addresses the nature of time and unfolds as a container 
for memory. It questions the relationships between one image and another, 
when different inner worlds appear next to each other acting as time 
crystals allowing us to enter into a moment.

Flatlanders / JoWonder / UK / 2009 / 4 minutes 30 seconds
F.Scott Fitzgerald said, 'The true mark of intelligence is the ability to hold 
two apparently opposing ideas in the mind simultaneously´. This is 
something that is very difficult to put across in written or spoken language, 
two ideas running simultaneously. However this is I believe the purpose of 
art, to portray paradox.
When I heard,  that scientists were doing an experiment to try and recreate 
the conditions that were there at the beginning of the universe at  CERN, I 
thought that it would be like the Bruegel painting, 'The Fall Of Icarus', 
where the ploughman continues ploughing the field as Icarus falls from the 
sky; we would probably wouldn't be taking any notice.



E.V.A. Autumn  Screening is managed by BachModern Project, supported by Bashimi Art House and The Visual 
ARTBEAT Magazine. For Further information, please contact Sebnem Basimi Holzer  on + 43 (0) 650 424 42 43

Monsantra / Wendy DesChend – CANADA  and Jeff Schmuki- USA / 2009 / 
1 minute 30 seconds
Genetically modified food technology is so new and untested that we have 
no idea what long term effects it will have on those who consume it, the 
lands on which it is grown, or what wide-ranging environmental impact that 
can occur. Like a B-movie Godzilla, Monsantra is a hybrid of imagination, 
possibility, and reality. We can only guess what will happen to the food 
supply with subsequent generations of GMO’s? This poetic GMO plant 
robot hybrid begs the question what will it all become?

Paresis Bloom / Nathaniel Fox-Pappas / CANADA / 2011 / 5 minutes 53 
seconds
A balletic exploration into the mobility of a weakened hand. 

Self Portrait in .GIF / Sabina England / UK / 2010 / 3 minutes 8 seconds
"Self Portrait in .GIF" is an experimental video that explores different parts of 
my identity as a Deaf Indian Muslim woman of color. I created GIF images in 
Photoshop and Illustrator. Some of the images I created, are how I perceive 
myself, and other images are about how society perceives me. 

Mass / Jordi Pages Pons / SPAIN / 2009 / 1 minute 39 seconds
Mass is a representation of an abstract shape evolved from basic geometry 
on its own environment. The shape is morphing, twisting, blending as the 
music dictates. Strongly influenced by designers like Dvein, Onesize and 
Onur Senturk. Mass is a project aimed todevelop my skills as a motion 
designers and become more effective linking sound with visuals.

Form2(Mahakala) / Ektoras Binikos / GREECE / 2009 / 5 minutes 10 
seconds
Mahakala is the most important terrific protector of Tibetan Buddhism. He is 
the wind! He is black and six-armed. Though fierce in his trampling upon the 
evil spirits of delusion and greed, he is actually considered to be the agent 
of Avalokiteshvara or Chenrezig, the angelic Bodhisattva of great 
compassion. 
Mahakala is typically black in color. Just as all colors are absorbed and 
dissolved into black, all names and forms are said to melt into those of 
Mahakala, symbolizing his all-embracing, comprehensive nature. Black can 
also represent the total absence of color, and again in this case it signifies 
the nature of Mahakala as ultimate or absolute reality. This principle is 
known in Sanskrit as "nirguna", beyond all quality and form, and it is typified 
by both interpretations.


